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1. (a) ( ) = + ∗ + and we are required to find the properties of this
utility function Now ′( ) = + and ( ) = .

As   0/ WU and   0// WU , hence the utility function has the two fundamental property
of (i) non-satiation and (ii) risk averseness. Now let us find absolute risk aversion and relative
risk aversion properties of this particular utility function.= − ( )( ) = − and = − ( )( ) = −
Now from the two equations we easily see that:

i.   0/ WA , which implies decreasing absolute risk aversion property, i.e., as the
amount of wealth (W) increases the amount held in risky assets also increases.

ii.   0/ WR , which implies decreasing relative risk aversion property, i.e., as the amount
of wealth (W) increases the % held in risky assets also increases.

2.

(a) We have ′ = , so ′′ = − . As we will see below, ′′ <0 indicates that the individual is risk-averse.

(b) The expected amount of money he will lose is:. 25 . 0.8 + . 75 0 = . 0.2
His expected wealth is:. 25 . 0.2 + . 75 . 1 = . 0.8
His expected utility is(.25) · ( . 0.2 ) + (.75) · ( . 1 )

(c) His certainty equivalent wealth is the certain wealth that gives him the same

expected utility as the uncertain certain he starts out it, i.e., the certain wealth

that gives him an expected utility of 861.80. Solving ( ) for gives us

.

(d) The maximum amount he would pay for full insurance is his initial wealth minus

his certainty equivalent wealth:

(e) The second derivative is now ′′ = − , which is of the same sign as

before but three times larger in magnitude. His expected loss and expected wealth

are unchanged at . 0.2 and . 0.8 , respectively. His expected utility is now(.25) · ( . 0.2 ) + (.75) · ( . 1 ). Calculate rest others.



3. (a) Please go through Funds Separation theorem and solve the question using

spreadsheet.

(b)



4 and 5

Solve using Spreadsheet



6. (a) (iii)

(b) False

(c) True

(d) If one of the w's is negative and your normalization scheme preserves signs, then

surely after normalization one of them would exceed one.

(e) No, it would be treated as a risky asset


